Looking for a fast track to VMware HCI? | FUJITSU Integrated System PRIMEFLEX for VMware vSAN

Why users choose a pre-integrated system:

- **Pre-integrated system:** Takes away the complexity and worry associated with integrating different components.

- **Single point of contact:** Provides centralized support and simplifies maintenance.

- **Time and cost savings:** Minimizes implementation time and reduces costs.

- **High-performance and energy-efficient:** Delivers powerful performance while being efficient.

- **Certification:** Ensures compatibility and reliability with VMware vSAN.

- **First class support:** Offers exceptional support and advanced monitoring.

- **Proven performance:** Fujitsu x86 PRIMERGY servers are ranked #1 in VMmark benchmarks.

5 reasons to invest in PRIMEFLEX for VMware vSAN:

1. **High-performance and energy-efficient:** The system is designed to be fast and efficient.
2. **First class support:** Exceptional support is provided by Fujitsu.
3. **Certification:** The system is certified for VMware vSAN.
4. **Proven performance:** Fujitsu x86 PRIMERGY servers are ranked #1 in VMmark benchmarks.
5. **Time and cost savings:** Minimizes implementation time and reduces costs.

Take advantage of full SDDC and Cloud

- **Out of the options available, the best price/performance ratio:** The system offers excellent value.

- **Out of the options available, the highest performance:** The system provides superior performance.

- **Out of the options available, the best ratio between performance, price, and capability:** The system offers a great balance.

- **Out of the options available, the most likely to appreciate higher value activities...** The system allows users to focus on higher value activities.

- **Out of the options available, more likely to appreciate higher value activities...** The system enables users to refocus on their core businesses.

- **Out of the options available, can't find time to act...** The system allows users to find the time to act.

- **Out of the options available, worried about complexity...** The system takes away the complexity.

- **Out of the options available, uncertain that technology is ready...** The system offers a fast track to adoption.

- **Out of the options available, already virtualized your servers with VMware vSphere?** The system offers a seamless extension.

- **Out of the options available, what's holding companies back?** The system takes away the worry.

- **Out of the options available, what companies are doing...** The system enables companies to transform.

- **Out of the options available, what companies are convinced...** The system leads to better performance.

- **Out of the options available, what companies are convinced...** The system leads to lower costs.

- **Out of the options available, what companies are convinced...** The system leads to increased efficiency.

- **Out of the options available, what companies are convinced...** The system leads to better scalability.

- **Out of the options available, what companies are convinced...** The system leads to better reliability.

- **Out of the options available, what companies are convinced...** The system leads to better security.

- **Out of the options available, what companies are convinced...** The system leads to better disaster recovery.

- **Out of the options available, what companies are convinced...** The system leads to better availability.

- **Out of the options available, what companies are convinced...** The system leads to better business continuity.

- **Out of the options available, what companies are convinced...** The system leads to better cost efficiency.

- **Out of the options available, what companies are convinced...** The system leads to better resource optimization.

- **Out of the options available, what companies are convinced...** The system leads to better resource utilization.

- **Out of the options available, what companies are convinced...** The system leads to better resource management.
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